
Inspire (v): To influence, animate, stimulate, or impel 
Passion (n): A powerful, compelling feeling or desire 

 
 

 
 What is YOUR passion? What INSPIRES that passion?  

Programming is the catalyst that inspires us to be  
passionate about BBG, our communities, and the world. 
Programming CAN AND SHOULD change the way we 
think, expand our views, bond us together, and push 

to accomplish ANYTHING.  

BUT, this cannot be done alone.   

This is the year that programming on every level will strive 
higher and reach farther beyond what was ever  

expected. This is the year that programming will soar past 
all standards and animate the compelling pride of  

B’nai B’rith Girls across the world! 
 

Inspire a BBG, and find passion within yourself.  

With undying love for the potential of programming to 
INSPIRE PASSION within each and every B’nai B’rith Girl 

in the International Order, 

Eastern Region: North Carolina Council 
 

-NCC Sisterhood/MBA Chair 2007-2008º 
       BBG Separates at each convention♥ 2007-2008 
-“NCC S’ganit-of-the-Year” Award 2008 
-“Most Helpful BBG in NCC” 2008 
-“NCC Mit-of-the-Year” Award 2007 
-Mit/Ait Convention Mock-Chapter N’siah 2006 
 
Regional Execs ‘07∗, ‘08∗        Winter Cultural ‘06, ‘07♥, ‘08 
Spring Council ‘07♥ ‘08♥∗  Regionals ‘06, ‘07♥, ‘08♥      
Interregional Kallah ‘08♥              Judaism Institute ‘09 
Sweetheart Beau ‘06, ‘07, ‘08♥                         Mit/AIT ‘06    
 

Chai Chaverim BBG #1548-552 
 

-Chapter N’siahº: 2008-2009 
-Chapter S’ganitº: 2007-2008 
       -Planned weekly programs such as Soap ‘N     

Slide, Movie Star Night, Iron Chef BBG, Night at 
the Playground, States Ceremony, and more. 

-MBA AZA Sweetheart 2009-2010º 
-Seven 1st-Place Spirit Convention Awards 2008^ 
-Six 2nd-Place Spirit Convention Awards 2008^ 
-Charlotte BBYO Adult Board Representative ‘08-’09º 
-8th Grade Intake Committee ‘07, ‘08 
-N’siah of Mit Board 2007 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

International Order 
 

-International MBA Chairwoman 2008-2009º 
-IC Steering Committee 2009 
       -MBA Program♥ 
 -BBG Icebreakers♥ 
 -Shabbat Atmosphere♥ 
 -Saturday Morning BBG Shabbat♥ 
 -Junior Havdallah♥  
-Teen PR Team 2008-2009º 
-Attended ILTC 2008 
-Attended Kallah 2008 
-Attended IC 2008, 2009 
-February Execs Conference 2009 
-Chapter XX Conference Attendee 2008 
-CLTC 1, 2007 
       -S’ganit of Katuv B’Kochavim BBG  
 CLTC Community Service Program 
 

♥ Denotes Steering º Denotes Year Term 
* Denotes Delegate         ^ Denotes while N’siah  



Impression 
International Convention 2010 and I-Awards 

 

*Program-specific Steering: In addition to the Steering 
Committee, more leaders will be given the opportunity 

to become involved at IC by leading rotation groups, 
electives, and additional individual programs. 

 

*Spirit Days: Increase participation in spirit days by  
rewarding participating regions through recognition and 
small prizes on a daily basis throughout the convention 

 

*Create a large-scale International Convention  
Community-Service project to give back to the host  

region community through hands-on service and activity 
 

*Interactive programming: Overall, the programs  
executed at IC will focus less on lecturing/listening and 

more on active participation of all attendees 
 

*I will coordinate a spectacular and meaningful  
International States ceremony for the 65th  

International N’siah! 
 

*Create promotional videos for International Awards, 
explaining the different awards, their importance, and 

how to apply. These videos will encourage all BBGs  
to apply for awards, especially those not attending IC 

Independence 
MBA, WOW, Chairs, Simultaneous Programs 

 

*Continue the Mind Body Attitude Chair to develop the 
MBA Initiative throughout the order, enhancing program 

quality and spreading awareness of MBA 
 

*Evaluate the possibility of innovating and continuing 
this year’s MBA initiatives such as the MBA Blast 

(programming contest) and MBA Monthly (newsletter 
sent to all BBGs) with the new MBA Chair 

 

*Create a WOW Programming Chair to assist chapters, 
cities, and regions from across the order with 

developing large-scale programs that impact the  
community, make a difference in the world, increase 

membership, and involve more Jewish teens 
 

*Assist other members of I-Board in developing and  
promoting the International Simultaneous Program 
weekends throughout the year such as JServe, BBG 

Shabbat, International Membership Weekend, and more! 

Individuality 
Regional and Chapter Programming 
 

*Counterpart Connections: Groups of 2-4 S’ganiot from 
regions with similar programming structures; I will work 
with each group to solve problems by brainstorming ideas, 
using teamwork, and sharing personal experiences 
 

*Motivation Monthlies: Mini-contests each month for  
chapters and cities around the world to create programs 
based on an International theme! (ex. Six-Fold September, 
Outreach October, March Money Madness, MBA in May) 
 

*Program-of-the-Month Award: I will work with my AZA 
counterpart to return this award to the International  
Order as an incentive for incredible programming! 
  

*S’ganit Stories: Releases sent by me on the first Monday of 
EVERY month to all Regional, Chapter, and Council 
S’ganiot! These releases will move forward from basic 
knowledge and lists of ideas by striving to be informative 
and inspirational to all interested in programming 
 

*Chapter Challenge: An initiative to develop more  
dynamic, unique, and creative chapter programming within 
our order; this challenge encourages chapters to enhance 
their programming through tips, goal-setting, competition, 
and connection to the International Order 
 

*Finally, I will stay committed to helping counterparts with 
specific needs as they arise throughout the year! 

Innovations 
Program Bank and Dashboard 
 

*Maintain the high standards of the International  
Program Bank by accepting programs of the utmost quality  
 

*Encourage Regional S’ganiot to contact Convention  
Coordinators and members of Steering Committees after 
conventions to ensure submission of Regional programs 
 

*Push for EVERY chapter in the International order to  
submit their programs by keeping track of and  
contacting chapters that have not submitted programs 
 

*Create an up-to-date, consistent Dashboard page by  
adding International initiatives, S’ganit Stories,  
releases from around the order, applications, chair  
resources, International Convention information, and more 
as soon as the respective information is available! 


